ELA A90 Myths : The Three Paragraphs

Title Page
Title pages are used to open a piece of writing. These pages tell the reader what the composition is
about, who wrote it, and when it was written. See page 4 for a template to follow.
Bibliography
A bibliography is used to keep track of all the books and websites you draw information from. You’ll
create a Bibliography page at the end of this paragraph and list the sources you used using Chicago
style. See page 5 for an example of a Bibliography formatted according to Chicago.
Footnotes
Footnotes indicate to the reader the origin or source of an idea or quotation you used to complete
your composition. For example if you insert a quote from a book or website, you must place a
superscripted number beside it. This is done because “we want to give credit to the people whose
ideas we borrow”.3 If you are just using an idea from a book or website, you need to keep track of the
page number. See the third citation in the footnotes below for an example. Websites do not typically
have page numbers.
5). After completing a rough draft, start the polishing (final draft) process:





Catch and fix all typos, punctuation errors, omissions
Consult the Descriptive Paragraph rubric and use it as a checklist to see whether you have met
all standards
Improve the quality of the descriptive language used, i.e. find ways to paint an even more vivid
picture and consider getting someone to peer edit your work
Ensure you have met the minimum requirements in terms of word count and that citations are
properly formatted
o The paragraph must be a minimum 100 words but no longer than 300
o The paragraph must be written in formal style, e.g. do not use any personal pronouns
or contractions
o The paragraph must include a separate bibliography page at the end
 Bibliographies must be formatted according to Chicago Style
 These pages show the reader sources used by the writer
 I will guide people through this process directly
 Use the Citation Machine Website to format sources

5). If you have not already done so, submit the completed assignment.
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Sandra Collins, “Chapter 4. How Do I Give Credit to Others for Their Ideas?,” Go to the cover page of Professional Writing in the Health
Disciplines (Faculty of Health Disciplines, Athabasca University, January 1, 2016),
https://professionalwriting.pressbooks.com/chapter/how-do-you-give-credit-to-others-for-their-ideas/)
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LCBI High School

1). Type in the name
of the school exactly
at the top of the title
page.
Font size 11.

Title of Paragraph

2). Center the
paragraph’s title
exactly 16 lines below
the school’s name
above. Bold the title.
Font size 14.

Student Name
Course Name
Teacher’s Name
Assignment Due Date

3). Center your name,
course name,
teacher’s name and
due date 17 spaces
below the essay’s title.
Ultimately, the
assignment due date
field should appear
exactly at the bottom
of the title page.
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Instructions
1. Write Bibliography in bold at the top center of the page.
A bibliography gets its own page.
2. Take a close look at the first and second citations. You’ll notice the second line is indented five
spaces while the first line is right up against the left margin.
3. Arrange citations in alphabetical order starting with the first and ending with the last, e.g. A to
Z.
Sometimes sources, especially websites, don’t provide an author’s name (see the second and
third citations). If this happens just arrange the citation based on the site’s name. In this case
the second source starts with “G” and the third with “Z”. Since “G” comes before “Z” place
Greekacom above the site Zeus.
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Catch and fix all typos, punctuation errors, omissions
Consult the Descriptive Paragraph rubric and use it as a checklist to see whether you have met
all standards
Improve the quality of the descriptive language used, i.e. find ways to paint an even more vivid
picture and consider getting someone to peer edit your work
Ensure you have met the minimum requirements in terms of word count and that citations are
properly formatted
o The paragraph must be a minimum 100 words but no longer than 300
o The paragraph must be written in formal style, e.g. do not use any personal pronouns
or contractions
o The paragraph must include a separate bibliography page at the end
 Bibliographies must be formatted according to Chicago Style
 These pages show the reader sources used by the writer
 I will guide people through this process directly
 Use the Citation Machine Website to format sources

5). If you have not already done so, submit the completed assignment.
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3). Use this document to store research. Since you are comparing and contrasting two gods/goddesses,
it makes sense to use a two column table to store and organize your research:




Zeus
Hurls thunderbolts
Rides nothing




Odin
Wields a powerful spear
Rides a seven legged horse

Don’t forget to keep track of where you find all of your information: you are likely to use more
websites and sources to complete this assignment than for the previous two.
4). Include a title page, bibliography and footnotes. See page 4 for a title page template to follow. See
page 5 for a bibliography template.
5). After completing a rough draft, start the polishing (final draft) process:





Catch and fix all typos, punctuation errors, omissions
Consult the Descriptive Paragraph rubric and use it as a checklist to see whether you have met
all standards
Improve the quality of the descriptive language used, i.e. find ways to paint an even more vivid
picture and consider getting someone to peer edit your work
Ensure you have met the minimum requirements in terms of word count and that citations are
properly formatted
o The paragraph must be a minimum 100 words but no longer than 300
o The paragraph must be written in formal style, e.g. do not use any personal pronouns
or contractions
o The paragraph must include a separate bibliography page at the end
 Bibliographies must be formatted according to Chicago Style
 These pages show the reader sources used by the writer
 I will guide people through this process directly
 Use the Citation Machine Website to format sources

5). If you have not already done so, submit the completed assignment.
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